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This invention relates in general to’ vending 
machines,_but.particularly to a coin controlled 
machine for vendinglarticles of merchandise in 
bulk, such'as candy, salted nuts, chewing gum, 
etc., and a primary objectis ‘to provide a vending 
machine for such purpose which while embody 
ing someof-the conventional features of machines 
heretofore and 'now used also includes several 
new, noveLand desirable features which affords 
greater simplicity,faci1ity, and certainty of ' op 
eration, more ‘perfect sanitation in the handling, 
storing,‘ and dispensing of food products, more se 
curity against unauthorized use of .the machine 
and consequent. losses by theft. of the dispensed 
products and a substantial economy of production 
and maintenance‘when compared vwith other, mae. 
chines for a similar purpose. 
The objects of invention therefore include 

means for producing the following results: 
Streamlining the appearance of- the assembled 

unit by the omission of protruding parts or sun. 
faces which are prone to be fouled with dirt and 
grime and are conducive to unsightliness andune. 
sanitariness ; 
Employment of a carefullystudieddesigner: all 

of thesub-unitsand parts to an extent which will 
permit rapid assembly and .disassembly thereof; 
and readyaccess to the material container for. 
cleaning and replenishment and to the operating 
mechanism for easy and‘rapid repair, adjustment, 
replacement and service; 
Redesign of -a well known type of .coin op“. 

erating unit which will be’ effective for dispensing 
aquantity of mechandise only upon the insertion 
of a predetermined coin and‘ which will auto 
matically reject slugs or imperfect coins. andv 
thereby prevent a dispensing operation when un 
authorized or an attempt is made to defraud the 
machine; 
The provision of adispenser spout‘or chute em 

bodying quickly detachable parts for cleaning 
from the exterior of themachine lIlzOlfdeI‘ to main~ 
tain‘sanitary conditions, especially of theparte 
withwhich ‘the food products come in contact; 

vAnd, otherwise to improve on accepted and used 
types of machines for increasing the economy, 
and bene?ts of use and decreasingtherequiree. 
ments of service, repair,__operation,,and replace 
ment. I ' 

Other and moredetailed objects will appearas 
the description progresses. I - H 

In the annexed drawings there is shown a ,pre_— 
ferred form of vending machine embodying my 
improvements, in which: - - 3 v a 

,Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the machine; , 
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Fig. 2 is ascctional elevation on line 2-.-,2ro__f" 
Fig. 1-;~ 

Fig. 3 igacross-sectional ‘plan view on-line 3--.-,3;v 
of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 3a is a fragmentary viewof a brush and 
mounting lthereforassociated with the dispensing‘ 
unit; 

Fig. 4 is apartial sectional elevation on line; 
4—.4-of'Fig. '3, and showing details of the dis 
pensing -mechanism; 

Fig. 5 is a ‘rear elevational view of the coin cone 
trolled dispensing mechanism as viewed in the di 
rectionof arrow -5 in ‘Fig.4; - 
Figséa and 5b are, respectively,fragmentary 

sectional views on linesy5a-—5a, and db??b of 
Fig. 5; 
Fig. 6 is a fragmentary view of the tensioning 

means in theplane of line 6-4; of Fig. 4; 
Figs. '7 and Marc similar sectional views orde 

vices cooperatingto latch the dispenser against. 
operation when aslug-or undersizedcoin is'used' 
inattempt to defraud the machine-Fig. 77 show 
ing the device'when permitting operation by a 
coin ofappropriate size and valueancl-v Fig. 77c) 
showing the same as locking the mechanism 
againstoperationas when a slug orcoin of wrong. 
size and ‘value is used; 

Fig. 8 is aview of thecoin control mechanism 
as viewed in a plane adjacent the plane of Fig. 
6; and 

Figs. 9 and 10 are, respectively, sectional plans 
on lines _9-—9 and [ill-.10 of Fig. ,2. 

Briefly described a vending ‘machine embody; 
ingmy improvementsincludes a‘base A, a hollow; 
body B, abowl or ‘,container‘VC (usuallyof glass or; 
other transparent material), :a container mounts. 
ineUanda tOcD. which are arranged we ‘urge? 
the other in succession and are .detachably heldv 
together by means of a singlestayrod Said; 
rod is threaded into apboss i on the upper-side of 
bottom 2 of base B and maybe held tight as by,» 
means of a locknut 3, as shown in Fig. 2. The. 
upper end of rod~_E is?xed to the cylinder of a 
lock F, thebarrelof which is held in a depending 
boss 4 fromthe wall .;5_ of top D. Lock F may-be. 
operated by a key G so that membersA, B, C,‘ 
and D may be locked together to prevent access 
to the interior of body vB and container C, at will-,4 
or when unlocked. said .membersmay be quickly 
andeasily detached for any purpose. _ 
Bottom; 2 of, base AI is of .concavecrosssection, 

and provides-a suitable coin receptacie and an. 
annular ?angeia is extended above bottom? for.’ 
telescqpically receivingthe skirt ii of body 13. The 
upper end portionof body. B is formed with an, 
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external annular seat ‘I to receive and support 
an annular flange 8 of'member C’, and member 
C’ is formed with an internal seat 3 for receiving 
and supporting the lower edge of container C and 
a suitable gasket ID. A plate It overlies the up 
per edge of container C and is connected with 
member C’ as by means of rods I2, I2 having 
pivoted butterfly heads i3 ?xed to their upper 
ends while their lower ends are threaded into an 
internal depending wall is of member C’. Plate 
II has a central opening through which boss 4 of 
top D extends. 
Thus, when lock F is operated for detaching 

the several units of the assembly the top is ?rst 
removed, then the container C and its mounting 
C’, and ?nally body B from base A. If desired by 
turning rods I2 through manipulation of butter 
?y heads I3 member C may be removed from 
mounting C’. 
Member C’ bears a frusto-conical member I5 

having a ?ange I3 seated with gasket I0 onseat 
9 of member C’ and open at its bottom immedi 
ately above a dispensing unit H which is r0 
tatably mounted on rod E within wall I4 of mem 
ber C’, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The wall I4 
of member C’ in which member I5 and dispens 
ing unit H are mounted has a closed bottom I8‘ 
on which unit H rests. Said unit is generally 
conventional in form and is subdivided into a 
plurality of pockets IS, IS etc., of uniform size 
which are open at their tops for receiving charges 
of material from container C of measured quan 
titles of the material to be dispensed at each 
operation as the unit H is rotated by means here 
inafter described. Pockets 59 are separated by 
radial portions I3’ preferably bearing adjustable 
sheet metal separators 23 which are in the form 
of ?at webs with depending ?anges 2|. Webs 
20 are arcuately slotted at 22 to adjustably re 
ceive screws 23 whereby the size and capacity of 
pockets I9 may be varied at will. 

. The bottom I8 of wall 64 has an ori?ce 24 and 
a depending ?ange 25 around which the upper 
end of a delivery chute 26 ?ts, said chute being 
extended downwardly and forwardly on a curve 
and integral with the front wall 2? of body B, 
as shown in Fig. 4. Preferably, the outlet 28 of 
the chute is closed by a detachable ?ap 29 which 
is hinged at opposite points 3!], 33 on the wall 21 
of the body, as in open notches, so that at times 
it may be readily removed. 
The pockets I9 of dispenser H are movable into 

registration successively as the dispenser is ac 
tuated for dispensing measured quantities of ma 
terial from container C through chute 23 for 
use. Dispenser H includes a sprocket or gear 3I 
which ‘rotates on the vertical axis of rod E and 
is driven by a pinion 32 ?xed to a horizontal shaft 
33 journaled in a boss 34 on a plate 35 of body B. 
An operating handle il is suitably ?xed to shaft 
33 for rotating dispenser H through shaft 33 
and pinion 32 under the control of a coin ac 
tuated mechanism generally indicated at M and 
which, also, is of generally conventional type but 
embodies certain details of structure and ar 
rangement of parts of my invention. 

Said coin controlled operating mechanism is 
detachably mounted as a unit on the front wall 
of body B on the escutcheon plate 35 in the fol 
lowing manner. An inner plate 36 of the same 
size as plate 35 is attached by means of screws 
31 to plate 35 and also extend through spacer 38, 
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and plates 35 and 33 are so arranged that the ' 
margins of opposite sides of plates 35 and 36 will 
project over the corresponding margins of por 75 

4 
tions 38 to provide grooves 39 to slidably receive 
opposite edges 40 of an opening in body wall 21 
which extends from the upper extremity of ?ap 
29 to the upper edge of body B where the slot is 
open to permit the bodily insertion and removal 
of unit M. The edges 40 of said slot are tapered 
correspondingly to provide a greater width of 
slot at the top than at the bottom, so as to facili 
tate the insertion and removal of unit M and 
eliminate nicety of ?tting when the machine is 
assembled and disassembled. 
The inner side of plate 35 has a circular recess 

4| concentric with the axis of shaft 33 for ro 
tatably receiving a combined locking and un 
locking disc 42 (Fig. 8) ?xed to shaft '33. Said 
disc has a single coin receiving recess 43 open 
at the periphery of. the disc, two groups of 
ratchet teeth 44 and 45—one on each side of re 
cess 43—and an intermediate concentric dwell 
46 between said groups of teeth. Normally disc 
42 is held with the coin recess 43 in registration 
with a slot 41 in member C’ and a continuing slot 
47' in plate 35 so that a coin may be conven 
iently placed in operating position in recess 42 
when the machine is at rest. 
Disc 42 is urged to normally inoperative coin 

receiving position by a spring 48 which extends 
for a few convolutions around shaft 33 and has 
its inner end anchored at 48' to a washer 43 ro 
tatably carried on shaft 33 and its outer end 
anchored to plate 35 by one of the screws 31 
(Fig. 5). Said washer has a plurality of radial 
extensions 50 thereon which overlie correspond 
ing inclined arcuate beads 5I formed on the in 
ner side of plate 36 and are spaced apart so that 
when the extensions 53 abut the ends of beads 
5I the operating member 6 and disc 42 will be 
stopped at coin receiving position. When disc 
42, however, is turned in a given direction as in 
a dispensing operation, the extensions 50 will 
climb upon and traverse the inclined surfaces of 
the beads and thereby tension the spring 48 and 
raise washer 49 away from plate 36 and disen 
gage the washer from a pin 56’ on disc 42 which 
at times extends through a hole 56 in the washer. 
Thus, the spring 48 serves the dual purposes of_ 
tensioning the operating member '3 and disc 42 
and of holding washer 49 in engagement with 
pin 56' at times. 
Members 0 and 42 rotate in a counterclock 

wise direction as viewed in Fig. 8, the extent of 
which movement depends upon the presence or 
absence of a coin L in recess 43. If no coin is 
in said recess a slight forward movement of disc 
42 will move the trailing edge of recess 43 into 
abutment with the free end of a pawl 52 which 
is pivoted at 53 in plate 38 and is urged into 
engagement with disc 42 by a spring 54 in a 
recess 55 of plate 38, and such a slight move 
ment will not su?ice to operate dispenser H. _ 

If, however, a coin L is held on the disc it will 
engage and lift pawl 52 out of interference with 
the trailing edge of recess 43, thereby permitting 
a complete revolution of said members and a 
consequent movement of dispenser H to an ex 
tent which will eifect registration of one of its 
pockets IS with ori?ce 24 and evacuation of the 
contents of such pocket and delivery thereof, 
through chute 26 to the operator. ' 
In the event an undersize or improper coin or 

slug be inserted in slot 43 means is provided for 
detecting the same and preventing operation of 
the machine by their use. For example, if a coin. 
of less diameter or value than that of a prede-' 
termined coin is placed in slot 43 the end of pawl 
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it will -' drop‘ suf?c-ientiyi to ~ engage ‘thee trailing 
‘edge of‘slotl'43nnd prevent‘further forwardiand 
e?ective rotation of themembers and ‘ 42L 

'I‘f'a thinner than normal coin is‘cu‘se'd-ia detec 
tor 60 is \employedto.stop-e?ectiveerotation‘ of 
said members. Said’ detector isv pivotally 
mounted‘ at El on lugs 52', t2 bent‘ outwardly 
from plate ~36 and tensioned ‘by-"a spring ‘6-3 coiled 
around pintle BI and having one endv 64 ‘bearing 
upon detector 60 -' and the ~other‘end 6-5 bearing 
"against plate ‘35, all as ‘shown in Figs; 7Y'an'd‘7A. 
The free'end of detector G9 has a fo'ct’B’B extended 
through an aperture 561' oi" plate’ 36 iso'that' ‘in an 
authorized “rotation of disc 425 (Fig; 7‘) i-the foottt 
will ride‘upon' the‘ ?at face of the/di‘sc‘butvi upon 
‘the attempted fraudulent operation-“bytheuse 
of ‘an improper coin or "slug Ii’ (Fig: "-7A) :the ‘foot 
'B'?will fall into coinslot ‘43 'and-‘enga iithevtraile 
ing edge of the slot after but aislight‘operation 
and thereby prevent a complete and effective 
operation ‘of the dispensing ‘mechanism: 

As' shown in Figs. 5 and 5B, theccoin L is ‘care 
ried in slot 43 until disc 42'has'been rotatedfto'an 
extent which will register slot 43 with a'coin re~ 
ceiving outlet~68 formed on the plate 36' and havL 
ing'an inclined bottom 69 for‘guiding‘the coin 
downwardly so that it will fall into the concave 
receptacle aof base A (Fig. 2) . I 

Referring to Figs; 3, 3A, and‘5 it willbe noted 
that there is disclosed a novel leveling meansar 
ranged above the dispenser H for preventingan 
over?lling of pockets £9. The means shownfor 
‘such purpose ‘is also generally conventional in 
'form but embodies certain structuraliimprov'ee 
merits which render the machine more ‘easily ‘as 
sembled and freer from ‘operating troubles than 
units formerly used. Said leveling unit includes 
a plurality of-so-called brushes ‘l6, ‘l0 commonly 
mounted on a segmental plate ll (Fig. 4), the 
outer edge‘of which liesvdiametri'cally"over dis 
penser H and the outer marginal portion of which 
is held ini'seat’ 9‘between m‘eniberi’Cf ‘and con 
tainer C. . 

Plate v‘H is of thin metal, is readily-yieldable 
and has a row of‘upwardly bent ears 12/ (Fig. 3A) 
near its ‘inner straight edge 13. 'Brushesi'l?lare 
formed as coiled springs andtheir-upperextremi 
ties are detachably but securely ‘fastenedltoplate 
I I by spreading the upper and adjacent coils "I4 
and ‘I5 apart su?iciently to force the brushes 
rearwardly under the plate until the upper ‘coils 
snap into position behind ears ‘i2’as showninFig. 
3A. Thus, as dispenser H moves under the 
brushes the surplus material is displaced from 
the pockets R9 in succession and the dispenser 
will rotate freely without crushing or breaking 
the material or clogging of the dispensing mecha 
nism. The ?exibility of the brushes and the 
blunt surfaces thereof in lieu of ?at, though 
yieldable, blade-like scrapers affords reasonable 
assurance that the dispensed product will not be 
impaired and the particular form of and means 
for mounting the brushes is novel, simple, and 
e?ective. 

It may be understood that at no time in the 
absence of a proper coin in slot 43 of disc 42 can 
the disc be rotated forwardly to a point beyond 
the engagement of pawl 52 with the trailing edge 
of slot 43 and even with an improper coin or slug 
in slot 43 the rotation of disc 42 would be stopped 
by engagement of the foot 66 of detector 60 and 

. the trailing edge of slot 43. In either event the 
washer 49 which is keyed to disc 42 by pin 56 
would not have been moved rotatably and axially 
to an extent su?icient to disengage the washer 
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from pin-‘56. 
from pin 56"the tension'lof spring"1l8iop'eratesfto 
retract the washer on its‘axis ~untilione of *it‘s ex; 
tensions ' 5E} snaps into position ‘against’ an end 10f 
one of the ridges 5i while-the ‘disc 42 continues 
forward vrotation until slot ‘43. is‘ moved into regis; 
tration with slot 4'!’ in plate 35*and pin 56”-is 
simultaneously registered with hole‘ 56" of the 
washer, whereupon the tension of spring 48:‘will 
seat the washer again on‘the pin in preparation 
for a subsequent operation. ' 

Importance of the ‘washer $9’ in the hookupof ‘ 
the operating member with thedispenser would 
be at once ‘noted inasmuch as its functionais to 
apply the tension of the spring 48 to the-operat 
ing member 0 and disc 42 in order to:always1re@ 
turn said elements to normal-coin .receiving'iposlé 
tion if,‘ perchance, the operating member.‘ is 
turned without acoin in ‘slot 4-3,. A‘fterdiscv?i 
has been rotated forwardly with ‘a coin inEits-lslot 
to a point beyond possible engagement with pawl 
52 the washer which has been also rotated'tma' 
corresponding extent’ will have at such point-of 
engagement been disengaged from- its pin ‘56.! 
thereby rendering spring 48 effectiverfor retract; 
ing the washer to normal position whilerthewroe 
tation of the disc continues to the extent ‘ofaiull 
revolution. Thus the washer is releasablycom 
nected with the disc for the purpose of retract 
ing the disc up to a given point-in its rotationi-an‘d 
thereafter permitting the continued free rotation 
of the disc to the end of a single revoiution. 

It is important also that the operatingassem 
bly include the plurality of inclined arcua'tegbe'ads 
or ridges 5| and that the washer includes'i-a cor 
responding number of extensions 5t ‘thereon altere 
nating‘with an individually engaging said beads 
so that, as the washer is forwardly rotated, it‘ is 
urged away from plate ‘36 axially and all of the 
extensions 58 are at all times in the-same plane 
transversely of the washer axis instead of as in 
other machines for the same purpose tilting-a 
member such as the washer 49‘for accomplishing 
a similar result. - ' ~ 

The essence of this invention accordingly islin 
the speci?c structural improvements embodied in 
the operating mechanism, the dispensing ‘mecha 
nism, and in the general assembly of the body 
sections A, B, C, C’, and D which is superposed 
one upon the other in succession, are commonly 
held in assembled position against unauthorized 
access by the single rod E and‘ lock‘ F, thereby 
permitting'quick assembly‘ and/disassembly, and 
yet affording ample safety and security against 
manipulation for the purpose of defrauding the 
machine or robbing it of its contents or the money 
accumulated in the base A. - 

I claim: 
1. A vending machine comprising: a base, a 

?rst body member mounted on said base, a sec 
ond body member superposed on the second body 
member, a receptacle for dispensable material 
superposed on the second body member and pro 
vided at its bottom with a rotatable dispensing 
unit and at its top with a cover, means for se 
curing the second body member, the receptacle 
and the cover together for removal as a unit 
from the ?rst body member and together with 
said dispensing member, means for securing said 
receptacle and dispensing unit to said ?rst body 
member and said base against unauthorized de 
tachment, and an operating mechanism mounted 
on the ?rst body member and operatively con 
nected with said dispensing member. 

2. A vending machine as characterized in 

When the: 1 washer disengaged -‘ 
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claim 1 in which a wall of said ?rst body mem 
ber is formed with a recess open at its upper edge 
for removably receiving said operating mecha 
nism, whereby when the receptacle and asso 
ciated elements are removed from the ?rst body 
member the operating mechanism may be in 
serted or removed as a'unit but not otherwise. 

3. A vending machine as characterized in claim 
1 in which a wall of said ?rst body member is 
formed with a recess open at its upper edge for 
removably receiving said operating mechanism, 
whereby when the receptacle and associated ele 
ments are removed from the ?rst body member 
the operating mechanism may be inserted or re 
moved as a unit but not otherwise, said ?rst body 
member having a delivery chute inwardly thereof 
for receiving material from the dispensing mem 
ber and an outlet in a wall of the ?rst body 
member for delivering dispensed quantities of 
material to a user. 

4. A vending machine as characterized in 
claim 1 in which a wall of said ?rst body mem 
ber is formed with a recess open at its upper edge 
for removably receiving said operating mecha 
nism, whereby when the receptacle and asso 
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ciated elements are removed from the ?rst body ' 
member the operating mechanism may be in 
serted or removed as a unit but not otherwise, 
said ?rst body member having a delivery chute 
inwardly thereof for receiving material from the 
dispensing member and an outlet in a wall of the 
?rst body member for delivering dispensed quan 
tities of material to a user, said outlet being open 
19.1? the bottom of the recess in which the operat 
ing unit is held, and a cover removably and 
hingedly seated at the top of and for normally 
closing said outlet, said cover being held in posi 
tion by and removable from its seat only when 
said operating unit is removed. 

5. A vending machine as characterized in claim 
1 in which said last mentioned securing means in 
cludes a vertically disposed rod ?xed at its lower 
end to the base and extended through the ?rst 
and second body members, the dispensing unit 
and the receptacle and detachably secured to said 
receptacle cover. 

6. A vending machine as characterized in claim 
1 in which said last mentioned securing means 
includes a vertically disposed rod ?xed at its lower 
end to the base and extended through the ?rst 
and second body members, the dispensing unit 
and the receptacle and detachably secured to 
said receptacle cover, and a key operated lock 
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8 
borne by the receptacle cover and operatively con 
nected with said rod ‘for separating said units 
Without individual disassembly. 

'7. A vending machine as characterized in claim 
1 in which said dispensing unit includes a plural 
pocketed member rotatable in each dispensing 
operation to an extent necessary to move a pre 
determined single charge of material to a posi 
tion for delivery to a user. 

8. A vending machine as characterized in claim 
1 in which said dispensing unit includes a plural 
pocketed member rotatable in each dispensing 
operation to an extent necessary to move a pre 
determined single charge of material to a posi 
tion for delivery to a user, and said operating 
unit includes a rotatable member, said rotatable 
operating member and said rotatabledispensing 
member having gears constantly engaged for ef 
fecting successive operations. ' 

9. A vending machine as characterized in claim 
1 in which said dispensing unit includes a plural 
pocketed member rotatable in each dispensing 
operation to an extent necessary to move a pre 
determined single charge of material to a posi 
tion for delivery to a user, and said operating 
unit includes a rotatable member, said rotatable 
operating member and said rotatable dispensing 
member having gears constantly engaged for ef 
fecting successive operations, the bottom of said 
receptacle being partly open for communication 
with the pockets of the dispensing member, and 
yieldable elements depending from the closed 
portion of the receptacle bottom overlying the 
dispensing member for engagement with and di 
recting the movement of material into the open 
pockets of the dispensing member. 

HAROLD T. PROBASCO. 
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